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Agony in the Garden, 2012. Oil on wood panel, 36 x 36 inches.
Ostinato, 2014. Oil on linen, 78 x 78 inches,

DC MOORE GALLERY is pleased to present its first exhibition by Darren Waterston, Remote Futures.
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painting methods such as calligraphic brushwork. These moments of technical precision, however, are no sooner
perceived than they are obscured. The resulting ethereal visions evoke both distant pasts and fantastical futures.
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identifiably hers – whether it be a monochrome painting, a
richly colored one, an elaborate linear drawing, forms set on a
washed field, or a large-scale public project executed in the
widest possible range of materials – from tile and mosaics to
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Cremona, 2014. Oil on canvas, 60 x 84 inches,

Jaudon is the recipient of numerous awards and grants. Her work has been collected by and exhibited in major museums,
among them are The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden, Washington DC; National Gallery, Washington DC; Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago; Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston; McNay Art Museum, San Antonio; St. Louis Art Museum, St. Louis; Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo;
Städel Museum, Frankfurt, Germany; Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaeck, Denmark; Suermondt-Ludwig
Museum, Aachen, Germany.

***
DC MOORE GALLERY specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The Gallery is open from Tuesday through Saturday
from 10 am to 6 pm. For more information, for photographs, or to arrange a viewing, please call 212-247-2111 or email Lily Zhou at
lzhou@dcmooregallery.com.

